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To the editor:
I am concerned about the editorial

ijour past issue which stales, "The pe<
^ple in Barnwell don't want the dump.'
* I am a resident of Barnwell, and th
^statement is incorrect. The counl
council hired lobbyists to attempt I
!}<eep the site open,
s

s Rep. Wilder of Barnwell has ai
vthored a bill to keep this site open. \
vand tne loooyists are working hard
vpass this bill through the house.
s

; The people in Barnwell vigorous!Support the clean nuclear site. It pn^yides a tremendous tax base for 01
bounty. The site generates more tha
;S1 million per year for the county an

employs about 35 people.%
s

I have toured the site recently, and
ihave no doubt it is safe. I have liten
iure on it that I will be glad to sho
you. George Hurst, site manager, wi
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To the editor:
u- 1 felt compelled to write and voice
le my opinion about your editorial on
to March 20.

I applaud your attempt to point out

|y the fact that Apartheid, as was slavery
> in America, is wrong, and the vote by
jr South Africans last week to continue to
in work toward ending apartheid is defiidnitely a move in the right direction.

However, your opening statement,
I "Finally it's over," couldn't be further

i- from the truth. If America's track rewcord on race relations is any indication
II of what South Africa has to look for-
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As evidenced by the sharp rise in ra- r
cial and ethnic hate crimes that
America is currently experiencing,
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Board of Education decision which dispelledthe "separate, but equal" lie,
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Morality cannot be legislated; it 11

must come as a result of one realizing
that there is a fundamental flaw in 0

mankind's nature. Once we acknow- ^

ledge that fact, we can put forth a ge- ^nuine effort to correct the flaw and resultingbehavior.
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Come off it. These are students, not
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a day's bad,
it's reallv had
- Shelley Magee
You're driving down the back roads of B.F.

Egypt. Your car stalls. You gel out and look under
the hood to Find smoke pouring out.
You go to get your AAA card out of the glove

compartment, only to press your nose against the,
window and stare longingly at the keys you thoughtfullyleft in the ignition when you locked the door.
Then you hear some unidentifiable creature of intimidatingsize crashing through the woods (which

ire, by the way, very dark and the only thing you
can see for miles).

It begins to rain. Your tuxedo is now soaked, and
you're coming to the realization
that you're not going to make it
to your wedding.
As the saying goes, when it

rains, it pours. f -evil'sa cruel joke, but it's true. >

Disasters hit you in groups. It JW*
must have been designed that
way so the forces that be have toyC*** *

'

some form of entertainment.
Sometjmes I wonder if we're all just part of some

great big experiment conducted by superior life
forms. Can't you just see them sitting up there, with
Lheir legs dangling over the edge of some small
planet, brewski in hand, dissolving into hysterical
laughter going, "You think the *F' on the term paper
was tunny.' uneck mis out. rm going to make ncr
>o upset about it, she yacks on the teacher!"

Life can't manage to be so cruel accidentally.
It's an emotional roller coaster, really. It seems

ike the day either goes swimmingly, or we unwitinglystumble onto a new plain of hell to report to
Dante.
Everyone has had one of those days when all you

;an do, as you sit back and survey the damages, is
laugh like a hyena.

It always seems, though, that once we have had
imple time to recover, we get up, dust ourselves off
ind keep on going. We're exceptionally resilient.
\nd more often than not, we have a great story to
ell at the next party we go to. Recounting incredibly
?ad days is a form of entertainment, even for the
luman race.

But, I wonder why it's so up and down? Perhaps
because mediocrity is boring. And would we really
lave it any other way? Probably not. Because none
>f us want to lead a boring life. At least when you
jet trampled by the band marching in the parade of
lisasters, you can figure next lime they'll let you
ide on the float. Or at least you can gel yourself
>ome cotton candy and watch it safely from the
sidewalk.

Just watch out for the tuba section.
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